




5. Double check all dimensions and make sure that the layout is perfectly square.
6. Before continuing with the installation it is helpful to stand the posts up at their respective locations

and get a visual of the shop, aisles and other clearances. Also, this is a good time to drive a vehicle
into position and check for adequate clearance.

7.  

NOTE 
All models MUST be installed on 3000PSI concrete only confirming to the minimum requirements. New 

concrete must be adequately cured by at least 28 days minimum. 

STEP 4:  (Installing the Columns with cross bars) 
1. Before proceeding, double check measurements and make certain that the bases of each column

are square and aligned with the chalk line.
2. Locate the columns at their respective locations according to the chalk line layout. (See Fig.3) Pay

attention to the power-side column. DO NOT BOLT columns at this moment. Use caution to
prevent columns from falling over.

3. Unbolt the safety rack at the bottom inside the column.( See Fig. 4)

Fig.4    Fig.5    Fig.6 

4. Insert the end of cross bar into every column. ( See Fig. 5) To be sure that the end with lock
release handle of front cross bar is inside the power-side column. Handle faces out (front). The
rear cross bar should be placed as a mirror image of the power-side one. ( The side with a tiny bar
link two ends face back)

5. Insert the safety rack into the cross bar end as shown in Fig. 6.
6. Hold down the safety rack then raise up the cross bar ends to rest on the first (lowest) position.

( See Fig. 7)
7. Tighten up the bolt of every safety rack at the bottom. (See Fig. 8)
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Fig. 13   Fig.14      Fig.15 
2. Using bolts provided, bolt the right-rear end of the off-side runway on the rear cross bar. The other

end is free.
3. Before locating the power-side runway on the cross bars, pull out the cables underneath and put 

them over the pulleys.  The shorter one is for the power-side column. The longer one is for the 
offside column.

4. Take off the stop plate of the big pulley shaft on one end of cross bar. (See Fig.14) Take out the 
big pulley in order to let the cable go through it. (See Fig. 15) Then reinstall the big pulley and fasten 
the stop plate.  Be sure that the cable is against the small roller so that the emergency locking latch 
is off the rack.

5. Tighten all the bolts on the power-side runway with supplied bolts, nuts, and spring washes.
6. Bolt the threaded end of the cable on the top of the column. (See Fig. 16) Do the same for other

cables and columns.

 Fig. 16    Fig.17       Fig. 18 

SUGGESTION 
Pull out the ram of the cylinder underneath the power-side runway as longer as possible, to make the 

cables reach the column top easily. 

STEP 6:  (Mounting the POWER UNIT) 
1. Attach the power unit to the POWER-SIDE COLUMN using bolts, nuts and washers supplied.

(See Fig. 17)
2. Fill the reservoir with hydraulic oil. Make sure the funnel used to fill the power unit is clean.

Suggestion: Use AW 32,46 Non-Detergent Non-Foaming Anti-Wear Hydraulic Oil SAE-10 
3. Connect the oil hose from the power-side runway to the power unit.
4. Have a certified electrician run the 220V/60Hz single phase power supply to the motor. Be sure
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to size the wire for a 25 amp circuit. 

STEP 7:  (Routing the CABLES) 
1. Check again that all the cables are on the pulleys both of the columns and underneath the 

power-side runway.
2. Make sure that the current of the power supply is enough for the motor.
3. Press the start button on the motor to raise the runways a little. Make sure that the safety latches 

are not resting on the racks.
4. Screw the nut up or down on the column top to level the cross bar and runway.

The cables should be checked weekly for equal tension. Failure to do this will cause uneven lifting. The 
cables should always be adjusted so that they are equal tension when the cross bars are resting on the 

safety locks. 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

STEP 8:  (Mounting on accessories) 
1. Mount the front stops. (See fig. 18)
2. Connect the long linkage rod from Front cross bar to rear cross bar. Make sure the safety locks 

are working correctly.
3. Route the hydraulic hose underneath the power-side runway.
4. Mount on the approaching ramps.
5. Put the column covers on the column.

STEP 9:  (Lift start up) 
1. Do not place any vehicle on the lift at this time!
2. Cycle the lift up and down several times to insure latch click together and all air is removed from the

system.
3. To lower the lift, the latch releases must be manually released while the lowering handle of the 

pump is pressed. Latches will automatically reset once the lift ascends approximately 17" from 
the base.

OPERATION 
RAISE-LIFT 

1. Press button on power unit
The latch mechanism will ‘trip over’ when the lift raises and drop into each latch stop. But, to lock the lift 
you must press the lowering handle to relieve the hydraulic pressure and let the latch set tight in a lock 
position. 
Always lock the lift before going under the vehicle. Never allow anyone to go under the lift when 
raising or lowering.  Read the safety procedures in the manual. 
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